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Abstract. This paper describes our method for sub-task 2 of Task 5:
multi-turn conversation retrieval, in NLPCC2018. Given a context and
some candidate responses, the task is to choose the most reasonable
response for the context. It can be regarded as a matching problem. To
address this task, we propose a deep neural model named RCMN which
focus on modeling relevance consistency of conversations. In addition,
we adopt one existing deep learning model which is advanced for multi-
turn response selection. And we propose an ensemble strategy for the
two models. Experiments show that RCMN has good performance, and
ensemble of two models makes good improvement. The official results
show that our solution takes 2nd place. We open the source of our code
on GitHub, so that other researchers can reproduce easily.
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1 Introduction

The task 5 of NLPCC 2018 focus on how to utilize context to conduct multi-turn
human-computer conversations. It contains two sub-tasks: response generation
and response retrieval. We signed up the response retrieval task, which is to
select the most reasonable response for context from some given candidates.
The data set is real multi-turn human-to-human conversations in Chinese, and
it is in open domain.

The retrieval task can be regarded as a matching problem, which is to give
a matching score between context and response. The challenges of this task are
how to make full use of context and response: (1) identify important information
in context for response, (2) model the relationship between context and response,
(3) model the relationship between utterances in context.

Sometimes the relevance intensity of utterances in different conversations
may be quite different, especially for open domain conversations. Contexts with
different relevance intensity often have different requirement of relevance between
the context and a proper response. So, we think the last one of those challenges
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is the most important for this task. To tackle these challenges, we propose a
model named RCMN using the self-matching information in context to add a
local relevance threshold for matching. In addition, we also adopt an existing
model named SMN [11]. To the best of our knowledge, SMN is state-of-the-
art model for multi-turn conversations matching. SMN focus on the relevance
between response and each utterances of context and considers the matching
information in both word level and sentence level. We finally ensemble the two
models to predict. In Sect. 4, we will introduce our method in detail. Experiments
in Sect. 5 show that RCMN is a comparable model to SMN. And because the
two models have different significant diversity, model ensemble has achieved good
improvement. Experiments details will be introduced in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

As mentioned, this task can be regarded as a matching problem. Matching
tasks can be divided into single turn conversation matching task and multi-turn
conversation matching task. And the task is closer to multi-turn conversation
matching.

For single turn text matching task, there are several notable works: Huang
et al. (2013) propose a neural network structure which use word hashing strategy
and full-connection feed-forward neural network for text matching [3]. This is
an early application of neural networks to text matching. Hu et al. (2014) adopt
convolutional neural network for the representation of query and response, pro-
pose two neural network structures: ARC-I and ARC-II [2]. Wan et al. (2016)
adopt bidirectional LSTM for query and responses representation respectively
and explore three different interaction functions for modeling matching signals
between query and response [9]. Yang et al. (2016) propose a value shared weight
strategy and a question attention network for text matching [13]. Wan et al.
(2016) propose 2D-GRU for accumulating matching information in word inter-
action tensor [10]. Xiong et al. (2017) adopt kernel pooling for dealing with
interaction tensor [12].

Recently, researchers begin to pay attention to multi-turn conversations
matching. Lowe et al. (2015) concatenated the utterances of context and then
treated multi-turn matching as single turn matching [6]. Zhou et al. (2016) pro-
pose a multi-view model including an utterance view and a word view to improve
multi-turn response selection [14]. Wu et al. (2017) match a response with each
utter-ance at first and accumulate matching information instead of sentences by
a GRU, thus useful information for matching can be sufficiently retained [11].

3 Problem Formalization

In this task, the training data consists of raw multi-turn conversations. In the
testing data, there are 10 candidates for each dialogue session. Among candidates
for each session, only one reply is the ground truth while other candidates are
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randomly sampled from the data sets. We can abstract the retrieval problem as
follow:

Assume that we have a data set D = {ci, ri, yi}Ni=1. ci represents the con-
text of conversation. Each ci consists of ki utterances: ci = {u1, u2, ..., uk}i.
ri represents a candidate response of context. yi represents whether ri is ground
truth for ci. yi = 1 means ri is a proper response for ci, otherwise yi = 0. Thus,
our goal is to learning a model M , for each pair of ci and ri, M(ci, ri) given a
matching degree between them. When yi = 1, M(ci, ri) is expected to output a
value that as close to 1 as possible, and the situation is opposite when yi = 0.
Therefore, we can transform this matching task into a classification task during
the training process. And In the prediction process, for each ci, we use M to
measure the matching degree for ci and all the candidate responses of ci, then we
choose the rj in candidate responses set {r1, r2, ..., rt} with the highest matching
degree as the correct response.

Note that testing data has no yi for sample i. And the training data consists of
raw conversation so we should transform it into the form of D. We will introduce
how to process the training data in Sect. 5.

4 System Description

As mentioned, our system adopted two deep neural networks and ensemble them
for predicting. In this Section, we will first introduce RCMN we proposed in
detail. And then we will introduce SMN briefly. Finally, we will introduce how
we ensemble the two models.

4.1 Relevance Consistency Matching Network

As mentioned, sometimes the relevance intensity of utterances in different con-
versations may be quite different. Assume that there are two conversations, one
has strong relevance between each two utterances of context denoted as c1, the
other has weak relevance denoted as c2, the proper responses for c1 and c2 are r1
and r2 respectively. If there is a model that not consider the relevance intensity
in context, the model is likely to predict that M(c1, r1) is close to 1 but M(c2, r2)
is close to 0, but the right output is both 1. To solve this problem in RCMN, we
consider to use the self-matching information in context. So, we first use RNN
[8] to get sentence level representation of utterances in context and response.
Then we let each two utterances in context and response do an interaction, then
we can get an interaction tensor. Hence, the interaction tensor contains infor-
mation of context relevance intensity and relevance between response and each
utterance in context. Considering the outstanding performance of convolutional
neural network in image processing and pattern recognition, we employ CNN [5]
for extracting local features in interaction tensor into high level representation
of matching features which is named final matching vector. To transfer the final
matching vector into matching score, we adopt a Multilayered perception which
can do a nonlinear mapping. The architecture of RCMN is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The architecture of RCMN.

RCMN consists of 4 parts: Sentence RNN Layer, Global Interaction Layer,
Convolution and Pooling Layer, Output Layer.

Sentence RNN Layer transfer utterances and response with word embedding
representation into a sentence level representation. Each utterance and response
will be encoded into one vector. We use the last state of GRU [1] as output.
Then the Global Interaction Layer use these vectors to generate interactions of
each (u, r) and (u, u) pair. We denote Sentence RNN Layers output as:

S = [u1, u2, ..., uk, r] (1)

In this layer, we use a series of matrixes denoted as [w1, w2, ..., wl] as inter-
action weight. For wi, we can get an interaction matrix mi, mi is computed as
follow:

mi = STwiS (2)

After Global Interaction Layer, we will get l interaction matrixes which can
also be called interaction tensor. The interaction tensor is the input of Con-
volution and Pooling Layer which contains a convolution operation and a max
pooling operation. Each mi will be a channel of convolution. The output of Con-
volution and Pooling Layer will be concatenated into one vector named final
matching vector. Finally, Output Layer which is a Multilayer perceptron use the
final matching vector to calculate the final matching score between context and
response.

4.2 Sequential Matching Network

For better modeling the relationship of response and each utterance in context,
we adopt SMN which consider the matching information in both word level and
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sentence level as a supplement. It consists of three parts: Utterance-Response
Matching Layer, Matching Accumulation Layer, Matching Prediction Layer.

Utterance-Response Matching Layer used both CNN and RNN. It concerned
the matching information between each utterance of context and response. And
it considered both word level and sentence level matching information. After
Utterance-Response Matching Layer, we got some single turn matching vectors
for each utterance of context and response pair. Then Matching Accumulation
Layer used GRU to model the matching information of the entire conversation,
by letting those single turn matching vectors go through this GRU. Finally,
Matching Prediction Layer used dense layers transfers the output of Matching
Accumulation Layer into matching degree.

Due to space limitation, we will not discuss SMN further more. See [11] for
more details.

4.3 Model Ensemble

We use the weighted average of the results of each model as an ensemble result.
To get a better ensemble result, weight of each model should be positively related
to models performance. We denote the weight of Mi using traind to train as wd

mi
,

the data set d as d = {traind, vald, testd}, the precision of Mi on vald when using
traind for training as pdmi

. For convenience, we set the wd
mi

as follow:

wd
mi

=
pdmi

∑L
j (

∑H
d pdmj

)
(3)

where L means the number of models, H means the number of validation data
sets. In this paper, L is equal to 2. We denote the result of Mi on sample q
when use traind for training as rdmi

. Then the ensemble result ER of q can be
formalized as follow:

ERq =
∑L

i=1(
∑H

d=1 wd
mi

· rdmi
)

L · H
(4)

5 Experiments

Our code is available at https://github.com/jimth001/NLPCC2018 Multi Turn
Response Selection. It is implemented using python 3.6. Main external packages
we used are TensorFlow1, thulac2, word2vec3, NumPy4.

5.1 Data Sets and Metrics

We used the data sets provided by NLPCC 2018. Table 1 gives the statistics.
1 https://tensorflow.google.cn/
2 http://thulac.thunlp.org/
3 https://pypi.org/project/word2vec/
4 http://www.numpy.org/

https://github.com/jimth001/NLPCC2018_Multi_Turn_Response_Selection
https://github.com/jimth001/NLPCC2018_Multi_Turn_Response_Selection
https://tensorflow.google.cn/
http://thulac.thunlp.org/
https://pypi.org/project/word2vec/
http://www.numpy.org/
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Table 1. Statistics of origin data sets.

Train Test

Number of contexts 5000K 10K

Positive responses per context 1 1

Negative responses per context - 9

Average turns of context 3.10 3.10

Average length of utterance 10.18 10.77

Participants are required submit the index of the ground truth they inferred
for each conversation. The evaluation metric is precision of retrieved results. We
give a formalization description as follows:

percision =
∑N

i I(arg minj(M(ci, rij )) = arg mink(yik))
|D| (5)

rij ∈ {r1, r2, ..., rt}i (6)

yik ∈ {y1, y2, ..., yt}i (7)

where {r1, r2, ..., rt}i are candidate responses of ci, {y1, y2, ..., yt}i are the labels
for {r1, r2, ..., rt}i. I(·) is an indicator function.

5.2 Experiments on Training Data

In the training and validation process, we shuffle the training data provided by
organizer and partition it into 8 folds. We choose one-fold as validation set, one-
fold as testing set, and others as training set. And we use random sampling to
select 9 negative responses for each conversation in validation and testing set.
We denote the validation set, training set and testing set as val1, train1 and
test1 respectively. For further experiments, we use the same method to generate
val2, train2 and test2. Table 2 gives the statistics. We use validation set to select
hyper parameters, and use testing set to test the effect of our models.

Table 2. Statistics of data sets divided from training set.

train1 val1 test1 train2 val2 test2

Number of contexts 3750K 625K 625K 3750K 625K 625K

Positive responses per context 1 1 1 1 1 1

Negative responses per context - 9 9 - 9 9

Average turns of context 3.10 3.09 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.09

Average length of utterance 10.59 10.61 10.57 10.59 10.58 10.59

Because the training data only has raw conversations, which means that there
is no (c, r, y) pairs in the data. So, we manually construct these pairs using the
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following strategy: For each conversation in training data, take the last turn as
r, other as c, and the y is 1. In the training process, for each c, random sampling
2 sentences in the whole data set as r, and the corresponding y is 0.

Our preprocessing of text is simple. We selected thulac as our tokenizer and
removed stop words using default stop words list in thulac. We adopted word2vec
[7] to generate word embedding. We set main parameters of thulac as follows:
user dict is None, T2S is True, seg only is True, filt is True. And main parameters
of word2vec are set as follows: size is 200, window is 8, sample is 1e-5, cbow is 0,
min count is 6. Parameters not mentioned are set as default value. Only train1

is used for pre-train word embedding, and all of our experiments is based on it.
The word embedding is not trainable in both models.

Finally, we set some same parameters for both two models: the maximum
context length is 10, the utterance length is 50. We padded zeros if context length
and utterance length is less than 10 and 50 respectively. If context length and
utterance length is more than 10 and 50, we chose the last 10 and 50 respec-
tively. The parameters were updated by stochastic gradient descent with Adam
algorithm [4] on a single 1080Ti GPU. The initial learning rate is 0.001, and
the parameters of Adam, β1 and β2 are 0.9 and 0.999 respectively. We adopted
cross entropy loss for training.

We finally set SMN parameters following [11]: the dimensionality of the hid-
den states of GRU in Utterance-Response Matching Layer is 200, window size
of convolution and pooling is (3, 3), the dimensionality of the hidden states of
GRU in Matching Accumulation Layer is 50.

We finally set parameters of RCMN as follows: the dimensionality of the
hidden states of GRU is 200, the shape of interaction weight is (200, 2, 200),
window size of convolution and pooling is (3, 3), the number of filters is 8, the
dimensionality of the hidden layer of MLP is 50.

The experiments result based on training data released by organizer is shown
in Table 3.

5.3 Experiment Result on Testing Data and Analysis

We used train1 and train2 to train RCMN and SMN. And ensemble these models
using the method introduced in Sect. 4. The official ranking results on test data
sets are summarized in Table 4.

We conducted ablation experiments on official test data to examine the use-
fulness of models and training data sets. Experiment result is shown in Table 5.
We can see that each model and data set contribute to the final result. The con-
tribution of train1 is more than the contribution of train2. The contribution of
RCMN is more than the contribution of SMN. Result of single model on official
test data is shown in Table 6.

Experiments shown in Tables 3 and 5 show that RCMN is a comparable
model to state-of-the-art model for multi-turn conversation response selection.
Table 3 also shows that RCMN and SMN are insensitive to data not seen on this
data set, because that the performance has not significant improvement when
training data and validation data have overlap. For example, train1 and val1
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Table 3. Experiments result on training data.

Training set Model name Testing set Precision

train1 SMN val1 60.10

train2 SMN val1 58.80

train1 RCMN val1 59.00

train2 RCMN val1 59.56

train1 RCMN+SMN val1 61.91

train2 RCMN+SMN val1 62.58

train1 and train2 RCMN+SMN val1 63.48

train1 SMN val2 60.64

train2 SMN val2 58.96

train1 RCMN val2 59.81

train2 RCMN val2 58.91

train1 RCMN+SMN val2 62.66

train2 RCMN+SMN val2 62.27

train1 and train2 RCMN+SMN val2 63.64

train1 SMN test1 60.17

train2 SMN test1 58.81

train1 RCMN test1 59.08

train2 RCMN test1 59.67

train1 RCMN+SMN test1 62.02

train2 RCMN+SMN test1 62.69

train1 and train2 RCMN+SMN test1 63.55

train1 SMN test2 60.69

train2 SMN test2 58.86

train1 RCMN test2 59.82

train2 RCMN test2 58.92

train1 RCMN+SMN test2 62.72

train2 RCMN+SMN test2 62.23

train1 and train2 RCMN+SMN test2 63.69

Table 4. Official results on test data.

System name Precision

ECNU 62.61

wyl buaa 59.03

Yiwise-DS 26.68

laiye rocket 18.13

ELCU NLP 10.54
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Table 5. Evaluation results of model ablation.

Models and data sets Precision Loss of performance

All 59.03 -

– SMN 57.51 1.52

− SMN on train1 58.84 0.19

− SMN on train2 58.86 0.17

– RCMN 56.41 2.61

− RCMN on train1 58.22 0.81

− RCMN on train2 58.68 0.35

– train1 57.44 1.59

– train2 58.33 0.70

Table 6. Single model on official test data.

Training set Model name Precision

train1 SMN 56.11

train2 SMN 53.24

train1 RCMN 55.92

train2 RCMN 55.58

have no overlap but train1 and val2 have. Model Ablation shows that RCMN
slightly outperform SMN on official testing data. We think that RCMN does not
obviously outperform SMN on NLPCC 2018 data set because RCMN does not
consider the matching information in word level and the relevance intensity of
conversations in the data set is not quite different. Table 6 shows that SMN using
train2 for training is weaker than RCMN using train1 or train2 for training
on official testing data. This is probably because train2 is more different on
relevance intensity of conversations from official testing data. If so, this is also
a proof of that RCMN can adapt to different conversations having different
relevance intensity. Ensemble result shows that model ensemble brings good
improvement. We think its because of the significant diversity of the two models.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed RCMN which considered self-matching information
in context for response selection. RCMN focus on better modeling the relevance
consistency of conversations but lacks in considering word level matching infor-
mation. We also employed an existing model named SMN. Experiments in Sect. 5
show that RCMN is a comparable model to SMN, which is regarded as state-of-
the-art model for multi-turn conversation response selection. We also proposed
an ensemble strategy for the two models. And experiments show that ensemble
of models makes good improvement. We have given some reasonable analysis for
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experiments result in Sect. 5. The official results show that our solution takes 2nd
place. In feature work, we will pay more attention to capture more matching infor-
mation in single turn matching and to model relevance intensity more effectively.
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